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The oncogene RAS is one of the most widely studied proteins
in cancer biology, and mutant active RAS is a driver in many
types of solid tumors and hematological malignancies. Yet the
biological effects of different RAS mutations and the tissue-specific clinical implications are complex and nuanced. Here, we
identified an internal tandem duplication (ITD) in the switch II
domain of NRAS from a patient with extremely aggressive colorectal carcinoma. Results of whole-exome DNA sequencing of
primary and metastatic tumors indicated that this mutation was
present in all analyzed metastases and excluded the presence of
any other clear oncogenic driver mutations. Biochemical analysis
revealed increased interaction of the RAS ITD with Raf protooncogene Ser/Thr kinase (RAF), leading to increased phosphorylation of downstream MAPK/ERK kinase (MEK)/extracellular signal–regulated kinase (ERK). The ITD prevented interaction with
neurofibromin 1 (NF1)–GTPase–activating protein (GAP), providing a mechanism for sustained activity of the RAS ITD protein.
We present the first crystal structures of NRAS and KRAS ITD at
1.65–1.75 Å resolution, respectively, providing insight into the
physical interactions of this class of RAS variants with its regulatory and effector proteins. Our in-depth bedside-to-bench analysis uncovers the molecular mechanism underlying a case of highly
aggressive colorectal cancer and illustrates the importance of robust biochemical and biophysical approaches in the implementation of individualized medicine.

Driver mutations in KRAS, primarily at codons 12, 13, 61,
and 146, have been well-characterized and are identified in 35–
40% of cases of colorectal cancer (CRC). An additional 5–10%
of CRC cases harbor a mutation in NRAS at functionally identical codons. RAS mutations are associated with decreased
response to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibition and increased incidence of distant metastasis (1). Recent
advances in clinical genomic profiling have expanded recommended testing to look for a broader spectrum of mutations in
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KRAS, NRAS, and BRAF in patients with metastatic CRC to
guide therapy planning with anti-EGFR–targeted agents. This
expansion has led to the identification of rare or previously
uncharacterized RAS mutations. Further, the clinical characteristics of NRAS-mutated CRCs have not been well-established
because of their relatively low prevalence. There is a gap in our
knowledge about the biological function and overall oncogenic
role of less common forms of RAS mutations, especially within
NRAS.
Here, our collaborative research team reports characterization of a newly identified NRAS internal tandem duplication
(ITD) of 10 amino acids within the switch II domain, in a
patient with exceptionally widespread CRC (.100 individual
metastatic sites) that underwent clinical next-generation
sequencing (NGS) testing (2). The prevalence of such RAS
ITDs in CRC is unclear, and at the time of initial diagnosis
(2015), we found literature reports of only three prior CRC
patients with this type of duplication in KRAS (3–5). Subsequently, other reports of RAS ITDs have emerged, including
one report of a pediatric patient with a hematologic malignancy
(6), and a report of RAS-family ITDs in up to 2% of vascular
malformation/overgrowth syndrome cases (7). We sought to
elucidate the crystal structure of this previously uncharacterized NRAS ITD, and performed extensive functional characterization to determine its effects on RAS biological activity in
relation to other known oncogenic RAS mutations.

Results
NGS identifies a NRAS ITD in cerebellar metastasis
The patient was a 48-year-old man with widely metastatic
colorectal cancer. Initial KRAS Sanger sequencing (the institutional standard of care at that time) of his primary tumor was
negative for pathogenic mutations. Despite ongoing treatment
that included blockade of epidermal growth factor receptor
(based on KRAS WT status only), the patient experienced further metastatic progression (including to the brain). Therefore,
a focused clinical NGS panel was used to assess a cerebellar
lesion for mutations in KRAS, NRAS, HRAS, BRAF, and
PIK3CA. This posttreatment testing panel identified an in-
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frame duplication of 30 nucleotides in exon 3 of NRAS
(NM_002524:c.164_193dup, p.I55_Y64dup (Table S1); the variant allele fraction was 25% in the context of an estimated tumor
cellularity of 50%. At the time of this diagnosis, no in-frame insertions of this size or larger were catalogued within NRAS exon 3 in
the COSMIC database (8) and the published literature for this
type of mutation in CRC was sparse (5); thus, the clinical and biological significance of this alteration was initially uncertain.
This NRAS ITD is located within the switch II domain of the
protein, which includes the Gln-61 amino acid critical for GTP
hydrolysis (9); thus, we inferred this mutation might prevent
GAP-mediated inactivation of the NRAS protein and lead to
constitutive downstream signaling. Given the paucity of clinical
information but with a plausible biological mechanism, this
mutation was interpreted as a variant with possible clinical significance (10) for predicting resistance to anti-EGFR therapies.
No other mutations in BRAF, PIK3CA, KRAS, or HRAS were
identified. Unfortunately, the patient’s disease continued to
rapidly progress and he passed away 2 weeks later.
Postmortem examination and focused NGS testing of
multiple tumor sites
An autopsy was performed, which catalogued .100 individual metastatic lesions within nearly all solid organs. To further
characterize the patient’s malignancy, three metastatic sites
(cerebellum, lung, and liver) plus the archived primary tumor
from the surgical resection were assessed by a clinically focused
solid tumor NGS panel of 13 genes. The NRAS ITD was identified in all four samples, confirming that this mutation was present in the primary tumor and in three independent metastatic
sites that developed at different times during the patient’s disease course (Table S2). In addition, a pathogenic TP53 mutation
(NM_000546: c.824G.T, p.C275F) was identified in the primary tumor and all three metastatic sites. No other pathogenic
mutations were identified in the remaining 11 clinically relevant
genes assessed in these four samples at the time of autopsy.
Exome sequencing of primary and metastatic tumors
Given the lack of additional potential driver mutations on
the targeted clinical cancer NGS panel, we used whole-exome
NGS of the archived primary tumor, lung metastasis, and cerebellar metastasis to more extensively explore whether other
genomic drivers were responsible for the aggressive clinical
course of the disease. Variant annotation and filtering identified
847 potentially significant somatic variants in the primary tumor and an additional 551 potentially significant variants that
were unique to the two metastatic lesions (i.e. variants not identified in the primary tumor) (Fig. 1A). These variant lists were
further prioritized for loss of function variants (frameshift
indels or nonsense), in-frame indels, canonical splice site variants, and single nucleotide missense variants with high-tomoderate Mutation Assessor functional impact scores (11); this
process left 169, 58, and 72 prioritized variants for review in the
primary, lung, and central nervous system (CNS) lesions,
respectively (Data File S1).
Overall, somatic exome analysis of the patient’s primary colon tumor, lung, and CNS metastasis confirmed that the NRAS
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Figure 1. Whole-exome sequencing of a clinically aggressive CRC
suggests the NRAS ITD is the primary oncogenic driver mutation. A,
overview of filtered variants prioritized for molecular pathology review in
whole-exome NGS of the patient’s primary tumor, lung, and CNS metastases;
asterisk indicates variants unique to the metastases versus the primary tumor. B,
molecular pathologist interpretation of clinically relevant variants, including tumor site(s) at which each variant was identified. C, overall survival of patients
with NRAS or CSMD1 mutations (red, n = 48; median overall survival, 38.9
months) was significantly (p = 0.002) shorter than patients without mutations
in these genes (blue, n = 162) in the CRC TCGA cohort.

ITD was present in the majority of tumor cells in all sites of disease studied. Further, no other clear mechanistic driver mutations were identified by whole-exome sequencing. Loss of tumor
suppressive functions of TP53 and CSMD1 likely contributed to
the aggressive phenotype of the malignancy. Interestingly, the
presence of NRAS or CSMD1 mutations, either alone or in combination, was associated with decreased overall survival in The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) CRC dataset (Fig. 1C) (12–14).
Interrogation of TCGA datasets to assess prevalence of RAS
ITDs in colorectal and other solid cancers
The original analysis of the TCGA colorectal adenocarcinoma project (12) did not report any similar insertion
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mutations within RAS genes. We hypothesized that this type
of duplication may have been missed by the bioinformatics
pipelines that produced the published datasets, so we performed a focused re-analysis of the RAS genes using the primary sequencing files from several TCGA projects using the
ScanIndel bioinformatics pipeline (15), which has been optimized to detect longer insertion mutations. We analyzed
the colorectal adenocarcinoma (n = 634), pancreatic adenocarcinoma (n = 186), lung adenocarcinoma (n = 586), and
lung squamous cell carcinoma (n = 511) TCGA datasets. No
clinically significant in-frame insertion mutations within NRAS,
KRAS, or HRAS were identified across these studies. This analysis
suggests that somatic in-frame insertion mutations (including
ITDs) within RAS genes are potentially a rare event in the pathogenesis of RAS-related solid cancers. However, the size of these
cohorts are likely not large enough to confidently estimate the
prevalence of rare but clinically important cancer gene alterations
(16).

showed a significant induction of MAP kinase signaling,
measured by both ERK and MEK phosphorylation in Western blots (Fig. 3A). This pathway activation was similar to
that of the established oncogenic mutant NRAS Q61R (Fig.
3A). Moreover, when overexpressed in HEK293T cells, both
the NRAS and the KRAS internal tandem duplication
mutants showed increases in both ERK and MEK phosphorylation when compared with the WT proteins (Fig. 3, B and
C). The signaling activation by the KRAS ITD protein was
similar to levels induced by the common KRAS G12D oncogenic mutant (Fig. 3D). These results were consistently
produced across three independent experiments (Fig. S1),
providing clear evidence that a functional consequence of
the ITD mutation is constitutive activation of the oncogenic
MAP kinase signaling pathway.

Cell-based functional characterization of NRAS ITD confirms
constitutive activity

To examine the effect of the ITD in RAS on its interaction
with GAP and its effector proteins, we purified the recombinant GTPase domain (1–169) of NRAS and KRAS with and
without the ITD and carried out binding studies using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). We compared the binding of
WT NRAS and NRAS ITD with NF1 GAP and RAF1 effector
proteins. ITC experiments showed that WT NRAS and KRAS
bound to NF1 (GRD, GAP-related domain) with high affinity
(Kd = 1 mM) as reported previously (19), whereas ITD mutants
of NRAS and KRAS showed complete loss of binding to NF1,
suggesting that the ITD resulted in fully impaired GAP-mediated GTPase activity (Fig. 4A and Fig. S2B). Unlike NF1 GAP,
both WT and ITD mutants of NRAS and KRAS bound to RAF1
(RBD, RAS-binding domain) with similar affinity in vitro, confirming that the ITD does not negatively affect RAF1 binding
(Fig. 4B and Fig. S2C). This biochemical evidence is consistent
with the cell biology data (Figs. 2 and 3) showing increased
physiological interaction between RAS ITD and RAF with subsequently increased MAPK signaling.
To explore the lack of NF1-GAP:RAS ITD binding further,
we returned to our BRET cell-based expression system. By coexpressing NF1 with the RAF1 and RAS constructs, we demonstrated biologically that NF1 expression significantly decreased
the peak mBRET signal for WT RAS constructs, but had no
effect on the RAS ITD constructs (Fig. 4C). This finding confirmed within an intact cell model system that the switch II ITD
prevented effective interaction of RAS with GAP protein, leading to sustained activity.
Next, we examined the effect of ITD on the intrinsic and
GAP-mediated GTP hydrolysis in RAS using a fluorescentbased assay in the absence and presence of NF1, respectively, in
the reaction mixture. Interestingly, the presence of NF1 GAP,
which has been shown to increase the rate of intrinsic GTP hydrolysis by 105-fold for WT RAS, failed to stimulate any increase
in the rate of GTP hydrolysis for RAS ITD (Fig. S3). These
results suggest that ITD disrupts RAS interaction with GAP
protein and results in loss of GAP-mediated GTP hydrolysis.

To determine the functional activity of the NRAS ITD
protein, we used bioluminescence resonance energy transfer
(BRET) to detect protein–protein interactions in live, intact
cells (17, 18). We cotransfected the human colorectal cancer
cell line Caco-2 and the immortalized human embryonic kidney
HEK293T cells with plasmids expressing ITD mutant or WT
RAS proteins linked to a HaloTag acceptor together with plasmids expressing the RAS effector RAF1 tagged with a NanoLuc
(NLuc) bioluminescent donor construct. In saturation experiments, cells were transfected with a constant amount of the
RAF1-NLuc donor construct in the presence of increasing
amounts of the indicated RAS-HaloTag acceptor constructs.
We generated saturation curves for the interactions between
RAF1 and WT KRAS, WT NRAS, ITD mutant KRAS, Q61R
mutant KRAS, and ITD mutant NRAS (Fig. 2). Curves were produced by a hyperbolic nonlinear regression and the BRET50 was
calculated (curve fit parameters provided in Tables S3–S6). The
BRET50 is the concentration of transfected acceptor DNA that
generates a bioluminescence signal at 50% of the maximum
(BRETmax); lower values of BRET50 are consistent with higher
affinity of interaction. These experiments showed a greater affinity between RAF1 and the internal duplication mutants compared with the WT proteins (Fig. 2, A–C). Biologically, other
known carcinogenic point mutations in RAS (KRAS Q61R)
recruit RAF1 with higher affinity, leading to more downstream
signaling (Fig. 2A). These results suggest that the 10–amino acid
ITD (in both NRAS and KRAS) drives interactions with the
effector RAF1 at a similar level of potency to the well-characterized Q61R oncogenic missense mutation.
Downstream MAPK signaling is activated by the RAS ITD
To further demonstrate the biological relevance of the
increased affinity of NRAS ITD to RAF in cells, we evaluated
the effect of expression of the internal duplication mutants on
downstream signaling pathways. Transfection of increasing
amounts of NRAS ITD plasmid construct into Caco-2 cells

Recombinant RAS ITD binds to RAF1 but not to NF1
(neurofibromin 1) GAP
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Crystal structure of RAS ITD provides rationale for its
oncogenicity
To understand the effect of ITD on RAS tertiary structure
and RAS interactions with GAP and effector proteins, we crys-
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tallized and solved the structure of GDP-bound NRAS ITD and
KRAS ITD to a resolution of 1.65 Å and 1.75 Å, respectively
(Fig. 5, A and B and Table S7). In the NRAS ITD structure, a
major part of ITD in the switch II region showed no
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Figure 3. Expression of ITD mutant RAS leads to MEK and ERK activation. A and B, Halotag-NRAS ITD fusion proteins overactivate the MAP kinase cascade
when transiently overexpressed in titrated amounts in (A) Caco-2 cells and (B) HEK293T cells. Pathway induction, as measured by phospho-ERK and phosphoMEK using Western blotting, is comparable with oncogenic NRAS Q61R constructs, and less than NRAS WT. C and D, KRAS ITD constructs are similarly able to
induce pathway overactivation when overexpressed in HEK293T cells (C) at a greater level than KRAS4b WT and (D) at similar levels to KRAS G12D.

interpretable electron density suggesting that this region is
likely to be very flexible or disordered inside the crystal (Fig.
5A). In the KRAS ITD structure, most of the amino acids that
are part of the ITD region had interpretable electron density as
it is stabilized by crystal contact, which suggests that the

observed conformation showing a large conformational change
in the switch II region is one of the snapshots of many possible
conformations for the highly dynamic ITD (Fig. 5B and Fig. S4,
A and B). The region with uninterpretable electron density in
the KRAS ITD structure includes the last three residues of the

Figure 2. Switch II internal tandem duplication of both NRAS and KRAS proteins increases the affinity for RAF effector. NanoBRET saturation curves of
transiently transfected RAF1 NanoLuc donor constructs (constant) and titrated, transiently transfected Halotag-RAS acceptor constructs. BRETmax and BRET50
values represent the maximum number of protein–protein interactions and protein affinity, respectively. A, top, Halotag-NRAS ITD fusion proteins show
increased interaction with effector RAF1 compared with the WT protein when overexpressed in Caco-2 cells. *Interactions with NRAS WT to be significantly different to both NRAS Q61R and NRAS ITD (p , 0.0005 from 0.0625–4 mg DNA; p , 0.02 at 8 mg DNA). A, bottom, both KRAS ITD and NRAS ITD mutants display
increased RAF1 interaction compared with KRAS WT in HEK293T cells. *NRAS ITD mBRET values are significantly different to KRAS WT (p , 0.0001 from
0.0094–0.3 mg DNA; p , 0.008 at 0.6 mg DNA). **KRAS ITD mBRET values are significantly different from KRAS WT (p , 0.0001 from 0.0094–0.075 mg DNA; p ,
0.03 at 0.15 mg DNA). B, nanoBRET saturation curves of NRAS ITD and NRAS WT in HEK293T cells. *RAF1 interactions are significantly different (p , 0.0005)
between 0.00195 and 0.00781 mg DNA. C, nanoBRET saturation curves of KRAS ITD and KRAS WT. *RAF1 interactions are significantly different (p , 0.0001)
between 0.00195 and 0.25 mg DNA. Nonlinear regressions were performed in GraphPad Prism (see Tables S2–S5 for curve fit parameters). Error bars represent
n = 3 technical replicates. Statistical significance of the differences was determined by 2-way ANOVA in GraphPad Prism.
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Figure 4. The ITD mutation in RAS does not affect RAS–RAF1 interaction but blocks RAS-RasGAP binding. A and B, isothermal titration calorimetry
experiments to measure the dissociation constant for GMPPNP-bound WT NRAS and NRAS ITD with (A) RasGAP NF1 (GRD) and (B) effector RAF1 (RBD). Differential power (DP) is a measure of energy required to maintain isothermal conditions between the reference cell and the sample cell. C, mBRET saturation values assessing the ability of NF1 GAP co-expression to squelch RAF–RAS interaction for WT and ITD mutant KRAS and NRAS. The error bars represent the
standard deviation of three technical replicates.
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Figure 5. Crystal structure of GDP-bound NRAS ITD and KRAS ITD provide insights into the effect of ITD on RAS interaction with GAP and effector proteins. A, the tertiary structure of GDP-bound NRAS ITD. B, the tertiary structure of GDP-bound KRAS ITD. C and D, structural superposition of GDP-bound NRAS ITD
with (C) GDP-bound WT KRAS and (D) GMPPNP-bound WT NRAS. E–G, models of ITD mutants of NRAS and KRAS in complex with (E) NF1-GRD (PDB ID: 6OB2), (F)
PI3Kg (PDB ID: 1HE8), and (G) RAF1-RBD (PDB ID: 4G0N) generated using the structural superposition of NRAS ITD on K/HRAS present in KRAS-NF1, HRAS-PI3Kg,
and HRAS-RAF1 (RBD) complexes. These models suggest that the ITD (shown in red) in RAS would sterically clash with NF1 GAP and PI3Kg and not with RAF1.

ITD (residues 72–74) and the six residues (residues 75–80) present at the end of switch II. In the KRAS ITD structure, residues
Glu-63 and Tyr-64 make a helical turn which is followed by a
seven-residue (Ile-65–Gln-71) long loop in the middle of the
switch II region, which protrudes away from the core of the protein. The B-factor of ITD and switch II region is higher than rest
of the protein, suggesting that this region is likely to be the most
flexible part of the protein. Structural superposition of GDPbound NRAS ITD with GDP-bound KRAS ITD shows similar
tertiary structure with a partially disordered switch II region due
to ITD mutation (Fig. 5C). Structural comparison of GDP-bound
NRAS ITD with GMPPNP-bound WT NRAS highlighted similar
tertiary structure including the switch I region and the difference
in the switch II because of the ITD (Fig. 5D).
Structural superposition of the KRAS ITD with the previously solved structures of KRAS-NF1 GAP complex (PDB ID:
6OB2), HRAS-PI3Kg complex (PDB ID: 1HE8), and HRASRAF1(RBD) complex (PDB ID: 4G0N) showed a steric clash of
RAS ITD in the case of NF1 and PI3Kg, but not in the case of
RAF1 (Fig. 5, E–G). This observation is aligned with previous
results that have shown the RAS–RAF1 interaction is limited to
switch I (20), whereas NF1 and PI3Kg interact with RAS pro-

tein via both switch I and II regions (19, 21). To examine the
effect of ITD on RAS–PI3Kg interaction, we measured the
binding affinity of WT NRAS and NRAS ITD with PI3Kg using
the ITC experiment. Results from the ITC experiments showed
that WT NRAS binds to PI3Kg with a dissociation constant
(Kd) of 8.3 mM, whereas NRAS ITD showed complete loss of
binding to PI3Kg (Fig. S2A). This observation provides additional evidence that the presence of ITD results in loss of interaction between RAS and PI3Kg. In the surface representation,
RAS ITD does seem to clash with RAF1-RBD partially. However, the ITC results that show that RAS ITD binds to RAF1RBD with similar affinity as that of WT RAS, and the flexibility
seen for the ITD region in the crystal structures described here,
make it clear that the ITD has no effect on RAS interaction
with RAF1-RBD (Fig. S5). Unlike oncogenic mutations that are
limited to a different side chain at a single amino acid, this ITD
of 10 residues creates a significant steric clash that is likely to
result in complete loss of binding of GAP protein to RAS ITD.

Discussion
We report the biochemical, biophysical, and functional characterization of a NRAS ITD mutation that disrupts the switch
J. Biol. Chem. (2020) 295(28) 9335–9348
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II domain and prevents GAP-mediated GTP hydrolysis. This
ITD was identified in a patient with extremely aggressive, therapeutically resistant, colonic adenocarcinoma in which wholeexome analysis did not reveal any other activating, driver mutations. This NRAS ITD demonstrated increased affinity with
BRAF, suggesting decreased hydrolysis of GTP and thus prolonged RAS activation and downstream effects.
In a clinical context, identification of less common variants of
oncogenic RAS over the past decade has expanded the pool of
testable mutations that help predict biological behavior and predict therapeutic efficacy of drugs such as inhibitors of EGFR in
patients with metastatic CRC. Despite expansion of clinical RAS
sequencing platforms, concern remains that additional variants
are not routinely detected, and can thus affect clinical outcomes.
Although interrogation of several TCGA datasets suggest ITDs
have a low prevalence in solid malignancies, we have subsequently identified a similar 27–base pair, 9–amino acid insertion mutation in the switch II domain of KRAS (NM_004985:
c. 162_188dup; p. D54_E62dup) in a case of pancreatic adenocarcinoma at our institution. The increasing reports of RAS ITD
in a spectrum of malignancies from our institution and others
indicate that the ITD is a clinically important, albeit rare, form of
RAS mutation.
The biological activity of larger switch II insertions appear to
be substantial, as this ITD facilitates RAS–RAF interaction in a
cell biology system that leads to increased MAPK signaling.
More specifically, the ITD blocks the interaction of RAS-GAP
in vitro, and our cell biology system confirms that GAP coexpression does not diminish sustained RAS ITD:RAF1 affinity/interaction. Furthermore, by solving the crystal structure of
GDP-bound RAS ITD, we provide convincing structural evidence that the 10 amino acid ITD blocks RAS-GAP binding,
and provide insights into the interactions of the RAS ITD with
other effector proteins. Our data suggest that ITDs of this
length lead to constitutive activation of RAS with significant biological and clinical consequences.
The work shown here is consistent with findings seen in
other limited reports of RAS ITDs. A prior report of a 7–amino
acid RAS ITD identified in a pediatric hematologic malignancy
provided functional and biochemical data supporting an oncogenic phenotype (6). Eijkelenboom et al. (7) have reported that
RAS ITDs (particularly involving HRAS, ranging in size from 7
to 10 amino acids) are slightly more common in vascular malformation/overgrowth syndromes (2% prevalence). The different biological properties of RAS isoforms (KRAS, HRAS, and
NRAS) are mainly dictated by differences in the hypervariable
region (i.e. the last 20 residues at the C-terminal end) as well as
preferences for different membrane environments and tissuespecific expression patterns (22). However, the G-domain of
these RAS isoforms is very similar, and in biochemical and
structural experiments, Gly-12, Gly-13, and Gln-61 mutants of
KRAS and NRAS often behave very similarly. The accumulating
literature on RAS ITDs consistently demonstrates this type of
alteration activates downstream signaling; however the composite data suggest the specific amino acid length of the duplication may drive variability of biochemical function and the
clinical context in which it is identified (i.e. the specific tissue of
origin and the specific RAS isoform affected) may drive vari-
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ability in disease outcome. Continued study of this new class of
clinically relevant RAS mutation is necessary to clarify these
details and define the downstream biological and clinical
consequences.
The NRAS ITD and pathogenic TP53 p.C275F missense
mutations were verified by DNA exome analysis in all three
specimens (Fig. 1B). In addition, a splice site mutation was
identified in all tested tumor sites that abolished the splice donor site of exon 58 in CSMD1 (which contains 70 total exons).
CSMD1 (CUB and sushi multiple domains 1) is a transmembrane protein that is not functionally well-characterized, but
studies indicate it acts as a tumor suppressor in multiple tumor
types (23–27). Specifically, mutations of CSMD1 appear to be
enriched in stage 3 and 4 colorectal carcinomas (24), and loss of
CSMD1 function by both genomic and epigenomic mechanisms has been linked to earlier age of onset (27). Thus, it is
possible this mutation shared across all tumor sites contributed
to the aggressive phenotype of the tumor.
Two mutations that appeared limited to the CNS and lung
metastases were identified. Both were classified as variants of
uncertain significance. The p.P169H missense mutation in
PTEN occurs in the TI catalytic loop, which is a hotspot for
missense mutation, but in vitro functional studies indicate this
specific variant has nearly WT levels of PIP phosphatase activity (28). Thus, it is unclear whether this mutation would have
affected PI3K signaling in our patient’s metastatic lesions. The
second mutation of interest restricted to the metastases was a
p.L459I missense mutation in MPDZ (multiple PDZ-containing protein). No specific information on this variant could be
identified in somatic mutation databases or the published literature. Nonetheless, loss of MPDZ function has been associated
with metastasis and poor prognosis in breast cancer (29); thus,
the identification of this mutation in only metastatic sites was
intriguing but not sufficiently conclusive of a pathogenic role.
Elucidation of mutations in both primary and metastatic
tumors demonstrated that the NRAS ITD and a TP53 dominant
negative missense mutation were conserved across all disease
sites, whereas none of the mutations demonstrating heterogeneity between primary and metastases had clearly defined biological impact. The conservation of a potential RAS driver
mutation with genomic heterogeneity primarily limited to variants with uncertain clinical impact is an important lesson to
stress from our in-depth analysis of this patient with aggressive
CRC, similar to a previous study of multiple paired primary and
metastatic pancreatic cancers with KRAS driver mutations (30).
Further, it demonstrates the complexity of clinically interpreting a single patient’s tumor exome data to better understand tumor behavior on a personalized level without the aid of further
biochemical and structural biology information.
Taken together, this clinic-to-laboratory endeavor represents a process that effectively identified an explanation for this
aggressive and clinically challenging case through rigorous molecular and biochemical analysis. Had this NRAS ITD been
characterized prior to the patient’s diagnosis or at any point
during his treatment, EGFR inhibitor therapy would not have
been administered even in the context of WT KRAS testing
because of the lack of an anticipated response (31). Although
the ITD subclass of RAS alterations is still relatively rare, our
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finding, in combination with those of the groups cited above,
indicates that RAS ITDs have important clinical impact and
warrant further biological study to understand the context-specific impact on cancer progression and therapeutic response.
Potential limitations of this study include the fact that these
extensive exome results from multiple sites of disease represent
the underlying genomics of one patient, and thus cannot be
assumed to be relevant to all NRAS-mutant CRC tumors. The
mutation profile of NRAS is different from that of KRAS; therefore, although they are structurally conserved, the small differences in biological regulation between these RAS subtypes may
have diverse clinical impact. Although it would have been ideal
to perform in vitro analysis of signaling defects using cell lines
derived directly from the patient’s tumors, tumor cells were not
viable in the postmortem setting; thus it was not feasible to generate patient-derived tumor cell lines in this case. Nonetheless,
in vitro analysis involving overexpression of the ITD in other
cell lines, including a RAS-WT colon cancer cell line, demonstrated that this NRAS ITD was biologically activating
and consistent with other reported forms of ITD.
In summary, we have identified a NRAS ITD that was conserved between primary and metastatic tumors in vivo and had
constitutive biological activity; its crystal structure provides
new insight into this distinct form of mutant NRAS. No other
clear oncogenic drivers were identified in association with this
NRAS alteration in a clinically aggressive human cancer. Our
data provide impetus for continuous quality improvement in
pan-RAS molecular analysis to ensure our ability to identify
these alterations adequately in the clinical setting.

Experimental Procedures
Patient samples
A clinical research autopsy was performed following written
informed consent from the patient’s family, and tumor samples
were snap frozen or stored in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) blocks.

Targeted next-generation sequencing
An amplicon-based target enrichment of portions of 13
genes followed by NGS was performed on all specimens using a
CLIA-validated workflow (2). A subset of this panel is reported
clinically for colorectal carcinoma (KRAS, NRAS, BRAF,
PIK3CA, HRAS). DNA was extracted from FFPE samples using
the QIAamp DNA mini FFPE tissue kit and deparaffinization
solution (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and quantified using a
Qubit 2.0 fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Amplicon
enrichment was performed using a custom-designed primer set
on the Fluidigm (San Francisco, CA, USA) Biomark Access
Array system followed by sequencing with 2 3 225 base pair
reads on a MiSeq instrument using version 3 chemistry (Illumina, San Diego, CA). FASTQ files were processed through a
custom bioinformatics pipeline (ScanIndel) for mapping, indel
realignment, and variant calling (15).

Exome next-generation sequencing
Four samples (three fresh frozen, one FFPE) were prepared
for whole-exome NGS: metastatic lung, metastatic CNS,
archived primary colon adenocarcinoma, and normal tissue.
Normal tissue was collected for assessment of germline variation; the patient had concurrent chronic myelogenous leukemia, so peripheral blood could not be used. DNA from snap frozen tissues were extracted using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue
Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Libraries were enriched using
SureSelect QXT reagents and V61COSMIC exome hybrid
capture baits (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
Sequencing was performed with 2 3 125 base pair reads on a
HiSeq 2500 with V4 chemistry (Illumina, San Diego, CA).
FASTQ files were processed as described above. Average coverage was .200 times for all four samples. All variants with variant allele fractions .0.3 in normal tissue were considered
germline. To identify somatic alterations in tumors, these
germline variants were filtered out of the tumor sample variant
call files. To identify unique somatic variants that either arose
in metastatic tumors or were very rare subclones not detected
in the primary tumor, all variants identified in the somatic primary colon variant call file were then further filtered out of the
somatic variant call files of the lung and CNS metastases.
Variant call files were annotated using Cravat (32, 33) and
Annovar (34). Annotated variant files were filtered to remove
synonymous variants not affecting splice sites and any passenger somatic variants that had been recorded as polymorphisms
in healthy human population databases with minor allele frequencies . 0.01. Variants were priority filtered for all stopgain, frameshift, in-frame indel, and canonical splice site variants. Missense variants were prioritized by Mutation Assessor
scores (11). Alternative variant prioritization lists were also created using SnpEff/SnpSift (35, 36). Functional pathway enrichment analysis and annotation were performed with ToppGene
(37) and Panther (38).
Targeted re-analysis of TCGA data for RAS indels
TCGA colorectal (n = 634), pancreatic (n = 186), lung adenocarcinoma (n = 586), and the lung squamous cell carcinoma (n =
511) tumor whole-exome sequencing bam files were downloaded
from the NIH Genomic Data Commons database after appropriate regulatory approval. Indel detection was performed with ScanIndel (15). Briefly, we extracted all reads mapped to HRAS
(chr11:530,242–537,567), NRAS (chr1:114,702,464–114,718,894),
and KRAS (chr12:25,202,789–25, 252, 931) gene regions
(GRCh38). Then BWA-MEM aligned reads were used as
input for ScanIndel to find any size of indels with minimum
103 coverage and 1% variant allele frequency thresholds.
Cell culture
HEK293T cells (ATCC, CRL-3216) were cultured in complete phenol red free DMEM (Life Technologies, 31053-028,
4.5 g/liter glucose, 3.7 g/liter sodium bicarbonate), 2 mM L-glutamine (Life Technologies, 25030081), and 10% FBS (Hyclone,
SH30071.03) at 37°C and 5% CO2.
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Transient transfections
HEK293T cells were seeded at 1.25e5/ml in 12-well plates
(Falcon, 353043). After 24 h, 8 ml of FuGENE-6 (Promega,
E2691) was mixed with various amounts of plasmid DNA and
allowed to incubate at room temperature for 15 min before
addition to cells. After 24 h, the transfection mixture/media
was replaced with complete media and allowed to incubate for
another 24 h.
NanoBRET assay
BRET is a commonly used imaging assay that uses resonance
energy transfer to quantify protein–protein interactions between a bioluminescent donor and fluorescent acceptor (39).
For the energy transfer to occur, the donor and acceptor molecules must be within 10 nm of each other and in the correct orientation. The advantage of this system is that full-length proteins tagged with the relevant donor acceptor pair can be
expressed in cells, and interactions between the proteins of interest can be monitored in live, intact cells. For specific interactions between the donor and acceptor fusion proteins, the
BRET ratio increases hyperbolically as a function of increasing
acceptor/donor ratio. Saturation is reached when all donor
molecules are associated with acceptors. Saturation curves are
used to compare the relative affinity of proteins for each other;
higher magnitude and steeper increases in signal with lower
amounts of acceptor are indicative of greater energy exchange,
indicating more molecules are interacting, or that the proximity and geometry of the interaction are favorable for the energy
transfer to occur between the donor and acceptor, or both.
In preparation for NanoBRET measurement, transfected
cells were incubated in cell dissociation buffer with 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Life Technologies, 25200-056). Clumps were then
broken up by pipetting with the addition of complete media.
After pelleting and discarding the supernatant, cell pellets were
dispersed in DMEM with 0.1% FBS, counted, and plated in 384well white Opti-Plates (PerkinElmer, 6007290) at a density of
10,000 cells/well. Cells were diluted to 5.0E6 cells/ml in Recovery Cell Culture Freezing Medium (Life Technologies, 12648010). Halo618 ligand (Promega, N1663) was added and incubated at 37°C for 5 h. The NanoLuc substrate Furimazine
(Promega, N1663) was added at a final concentration of 10 mM
and incubated for 10 min at room temperature. Measurements
were made in a PerkinElmer Envision plate reader equipped
with a 460/80 nm band-pass filter (donor) and a 600 nm longpass filter (acceptor).
NanoBRET calculations
milliBRET values (mBRET) were calculated by subtracting
the A/D ratio, 600 nm/460 nm, of the donor-only channels
from the A/D ratio of the sample channels and then multiplying
by 1000. mBRET Value = 1000*((Acceptor channel emission of
sample/donor channel emission of sample) 2 (Acceptor emission channel of donor only/donor channel emission of donor
only)). mBRET values were plotted on GraphPad Prism using
the Hyperbola nonlinear equation with concentration of
acceptor on the x axis; these curves were used for calculation of
BRET50 and BRETmax. BRET50 is the concentration at which
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50% of the maximal mBRET value is achieved and is considered
a relative measure of the affinity of the molecules for each
other. Curve fit parameters for Fig. 2, A–C are summarized in
Tables S3–S6.
Western blotting
Western blotting was performed using standard experimental approaches to determine induction of MAPK signaling by
the ITD mutants as compared with WT RAS isoforms. Three
replicates were performed for each blot, as described here in
detail. After transfection and a 48-h incubation, HEK293T cells
were lysed in a detergent buffer containing 20 mM Tris HCl,
150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA 1 EGTA, 1% Triton, and Halt protease and phosphatase inhibitor mixture (Thermo Scientific,
no. 78440). Lysates were clarified with centrifugation (16,000 3
g for 15 min at 4°C), protein concentration was analyzed (BCA
kit, Thermo Scientific, no. 23227), and 25 mg protein was loaded
per lane onto a Bolt 4–12% 15-well Bis-Tris gel (Invitrogen, no.
NW00105BOX). Protein transfer was performed using Thermo
Fisher Scientific’s iBlot 2 Dry Blotting System (no. IB21001)
and transfer stacks (no. IB23001). After blocking in Odyssey
Blocking buffer (LI-COR Biosciences, no. 927-50003) for 1 h at
room temperature, membranes were then incubated at 4°C
overnight in Odyssey Blocking buffer containing 0.1% Tween
20 and the following antibodies: ERK 1/2 (mouse monoclonal,
Cell Signaling Technology no. 4696; 1:1000 dilution), pERK 1/2
(rabbit monoclonal, Cell Signaling Technology no. 4370; 1:2000
dilution), MEK 1/2 (mouse monoclonal, Cell Signaling Technology no. 4694; 1:1000 dilution), pMEK 1/2 (rabbit monoclonal, Cell Signaling Technology no. 9154; 1:1000 dilution), vinculin (mouse monoclonal, Sigma-Aldrich no. V9131; 1:1000
dilution), and HaloTag (mouse monoclonal, Promega no.
G9211; 1:1000 dilution). Membranes were incubated for 1 h at
room temperature with IRDye secondary antibodies (goat antimouse 680RD, LI-COR Biosciences 926-68070; goat anti-rabbit
800CW, LI-COR Biosciences 926-32211; 1:10,000 dilutions).
Membranes were washed, and images captured using the LICOR Odyssey CLx Imaging System.
Cloning, expression, and purification of recombinant proteins
DNA constructs for the expression of G-Hs.KRAS4b(1–169)
and Hs.RAF1(52–131) were previously described (40). DNA
constructs for the expression of G-Hs.KRAS4b(1–169)-ITD,
G-Hs.NRAS(1–169), G-Hs.NRAS(1–169)-ITD, and NF1GAPiso2(1198–1530) in the format of His6-MBP-TEV-POI (MBP,
maltose-binding protein; POI, protein of interest) were generated using previously outlined protocols in Taylor et al. (41)
and additional details available at Addgene (11517).
The BL21 STAR (rne131) Escherichia coli strain carrying the
DE3 lysogen and rare tRNAs (pRare plasmid CmR) was transformed with the expression plasmids (AmpR) except for NRAS
and NRAS ITD, which were used to transform Vibrio natriegens (42). G-Hs.KRAS4b(1–169), G-Hs.KRAS4b(1–169)-ITD,
and NF1GAPiso2(1198–1530) were expressed using the Dynamite protocol and Hs.RAF1(RAF-RBD, 52–131) was expressed
using the auto-induction protocol, both as described in Taylor
et al. (41). G-Hs.NRAS(1–169) and G-Hs.NRAS(1–169)-ITD
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were expressed in auto-induction media ZYM-20052 as outlined in Taylor et al. (41), with modifications. Specifically,
media was amended with 1.5% NaCl or Instant Ocean (Aquarium Systems) w/v, no lactose was added, IPTG induction began
at an A600 of 4–5, induction temperature was 30°C, and cells
were harvested ;6–8 h after induction.
All expressed proteins were purified as outlined for G-Hs.
KRAS4b(1–169) in Kopra et al. (43). Briefly, the expressed proteins of the form His6-MBP-TEV-target were purified from
clarified lysates by IMAC, treated with His6-TEV protease to
release the target protein, and the target protein separated
from other components of the TEV protease reaction by a second round of IMAC. Proteins were further purified by gel-filtration chromatography in a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES,
pH 7.3, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2 (GTPases only), and 1 mM
Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine. The peak fractions containing
pure protein were pooled, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and
stored at 280°C. PIK3Cg(144-1102)-His6 was received from
Dr. Simon Messing.
Plasmid DNA generation
Fusion constructs for BRET and mammalian expression
were generated using combinatorial Multisite Gateway (44).
For N-terminal Halotag-RAS fusions, three components were
mixed in a Multisite LR reaction: A strong CMV51 promoter
(att4-att5), a HaloTag (Promega) fusion protein with upstream
Kozak initiation sequence and lacking a stop codon (att5-att1),
and a standard Gateway Entry clone of the various downstream
RAS constructs partners (att1-att2). In all reactions, a generic
mammalian expression Gateway Destination vector of the
appropriate format (att4-att2 or att4-att3) was used. Correct
recombinants were isolated and verified by restriction digest,
and transfection-ready DNA was prepared using Qiagen plasmid preparation kits. NanoLuc-RAF1 fusions were made in a
similar fashion using an att5-att1 NanoLuc (Promega) construct and a RAF1 Entry clone (Addgene, no. 70497). For C-terminal RAF1-NanoLuc fusions, a different configuration of Multisite Gateway was used incorporating a CMV51 promoter
(att4-att1), a RAF1 Entry clone lacking a stop codon (Addgene,
no. 70498), and a C-terminal NanoLuc fusion (att2-att3). Entry
clones for general RAS constructs were from the RAS mutant
entry clone collection (Addgene, no. 1000000089).
Isothermal titration calorimetry measurements
Binding affinities of GMPPNP-bound WT and ITD mutant of NRAS and KRAS (1–169) with NF1-GRD (1098–
1530) and RAF1-RBD (52–131) were measured using ITC.
Protein samples were prepared by extensive dialysis in a
buffer (filtered and degassed) containing 20 mM HEPES, pH
7.3, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine. For the ITC experiment, 60 mM of KRAS
and 600 mM of NF1-GRD or RAF1-RBD were placed in the
cell and syringe, respectively. ITC experiments were carried
out in a MicroCal PEAQ-ITC instrument (Malvern) at 25°C
using an initial 0.4 ml injection and 18 subsequent injections
of 2.2 ml each at 150-s intervals. Data analysis was performed
based on a binding model containing “one set of sites” using

a nonlinear least squares algorithm incorporated in the
MicroCal PEAQ-ITC analysis software (Malvern).
Intrinsic and GAP-mediated GTP hydrolysis assay
The rate of intrinsic and NF1-mediated GTP hydrolysis was
measured using a fluorescence-based assay. KRAS ITD nucleotide exchange from the GDP to GTP bound state was carried
out using a protocol described previously (45). The efficiency of
the GTP exchange was measured by HPLC (46). For this assay,
ITD mutant of KRAS (3 mM final concentration) was diluted
into 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, and 1 mM MgCl2 containing 4.5 mM phosphate-binding protein labeled with a phosphate sensor (MDCC, Fisher Scientific) for intrinsic GTPase activity or containing 1 nM NF1-GAP for GAP-mediated GTPase
activity. Reactions were performed in a black 384-well plate and
read in a Tecan M1000 Infinite plate reader at ambient temperature using excitation and emission wavelengths of 430 nm and
550 nm with data collection every 30 s. All reactions were carried
out in quadruplicate. Fluorescence traces were fitted into an exponential associative function, and the rate constants were
extracted using Mathematica’s nonlinear regression analysis.
Crystallization, data collection, and structure determination
of GDP-bound RAS ITD
To crystallize NRAS ITD and KRAS ITD bound to GDP, we
carried out crystallization screenings using the sitting-drop
vapor diffusion method using sparse matrix screens. The GDPbound NRAS ITD was crystallized in 0.1 M sodium citrate, pH
5.0, 15% PEG 4000, and 0.1 M MgCl2, whereas crystals of KRAS
ITD were observed in crystallization condition containing 200
mM lithium acetate and 2.2 M ammonium sulfate. Crystals were
harvested for data collection and cryo-protected with a 30%
(v/v) solution of glycerol, before being flash-cooled in liquid
nitrogen. The diffraction dataset was collected on 24-ID-C and
24-ID-E beamlines at the Advanced Photon Source (APS),
Argonne National Laboratory. Crystallographic datasets were
integrated and scaled using XDS (47). Structures of GDPbound NRAS ITD and KRAS ITD were solved by molecular
replacement using the program Phaser with GDP-bound WT
NRAS (PDB ID: 3CON) and WT KRAS (PDB ID: 6MBT) as
search models (48). The initial structure was refined using iterative cycles of manual model building using COOT (49) and
refinement using Phenix.refine (50). Placement of ligands was
followed by identification of potential sites of solvent molecules
by the automatic water-picking algorithm in COOT and Phenix.refine. The positions of these automatically picked waters
were checked manually during model building. The data collection and refinement statistics are summarized in Table S7. Figures were generated with PyMOL (Schrödinger, LLC).
Protein data bank accession numbers
The atomic coordinates and structure factors of the GDPbound NRAS ITD and KRAS ITD have been deposited in the
Protein Data Bank and assigned accession numbers 6WGH and
6PQ3, respectively.
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Study approval
The patient and family requested that the patient’s body be
donated for cancer research upon death. Full written consent
was obtained from both parents prior to patient autopsy and
harvesting of the patient’s organs and tumors for research. The
University of Minnesota Institutional Review Board reviewed
and approved the case and provided a research exemption.
These studies and experimental procedures fully abide by the
Declaration of Helsinki principles.
Statistics
Kaplan-Meier estimate of survival in the 2012 TCGA Colorectal
Carcinoma cohort (12) was analyzed on the publicly available cBioPortal web interface (13, 14) with the P-value estimated by a logrank test using default parameters as published. Error bars in all figures represent the data mean 6 S.E. Two-way ANOVAs with
Tukey multiple comparison tests were run in GraphPad to report
significant differences among nanoBRET measurements.

Data availability
All data are contained within the manuscript.
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